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Muse Media
Overview of Our Firm

Transdisciplinary:  Our transdisciplinary design approach is 
using experts across a variety of disciplines to tackle certain exhibits 
and problems that occur during the design process. Each member of the 
team focuses on certain specialities: whether that’s digital design, copy 
editing or management of projects. We use our specialities to increase 
the quality of each aspect of our designs, then we collaborate together to 
make a comprehensive project. We believe that today it’s important to 
have experts in all different types of media and design because it makes 
the process of transcending a project from one medium to another. 

Interactive Design: Our interactive 
approach is creating a functional 

relationship between the user and the
 products they use. We want to facilitate the 

interactions between our clients and the 
design because we want each user to have a 
user experience that is both functional and 

beautiful. We achieve this through 
communication with our clients and 

fellow designers in the beginning stages to 
recognize improvements that can improve 

overall user experience and strive to create 
the best possible relationships between our 
products and the audience we aim towards. 

Human-Centric Design: 
Human-centric design is using the 
people that we’re designing for as 
our inspiration and creating those 

designs so that are perfectly 
tailored for their needs. We want 

our clients to be involved with the 
process and satisfied with the final 
product. We believe that the client 

and designer relationship is the key 
to unique and creative products. 

 

We are Muse Media Group, a design firm located in Madison, 
Wisconsin, and we tend to focus on projects that are too complex for
 individual design disciplines to address, and we embrace the 
complexity through multiple approaches. We use three primary 
approaches to our designs, transdisciplinary, interactive, and 
human-centric design to construct creative solutions and designs 
for our clients. 

We hope that using a 
combination of these three 

approaches for our current and 
future projects will allow us to 
expand the different types of 
projects we can participate in 
and the techniques we can use 
to craft more sophisticated 
and engaging designs for 

each of our clients. 



CAT Frame
What is the Cat frame?

Concept

One of the frames our company works with is CAT. The CAT frame 
examines the Conceptual, Aesthetic, and Technical aspects of 
a piece of media, enabling us to pull apart a piece in order to 
understand it fully, and then allowing us to easily translate it to a 
different medium. With Fun Home, we can pull the graphic novel apart 
and examine it through the CAT frame and understand exactly what 
Bechdel was providing us with. 

The concept of Fun Home is 
autobiographical. Bechdel 
gives us her autobiography in 

a graphic novel form, and even 
gives us somewhat of a 

biography of her father Bruce, 
who is such an integral part of 
her story. Instead of organizing 

the book chronologically, her use 
of methodical disorganization 
allows us to follow along with 

her reflection and thought 
process of coming to 

accept who her father 
was, as well as who she is. 

Aesthetic
The aesthetic aspects of Fun Home are interesting. Visually, Bechdel 
made the choice of not using color to illustrate her book, but instead uses 
black and white for drawing, and a greyish-teal for shading. The only real 
color comes from the very shiny cover, which is a deep teal with a 
silver picture of she and her father sitting on her childhood front porch. 

A fascinating part of this graphic 
novel is the aural aspect, or the 
“sound” of it.  While the book itself 
makes no sound, moments in the 
text and panels certainly do. In 
some panels, a reader can almost 
hear the cacophony happening, for 
example, on page 21 when Bruce 
throws and shatters a plate in anger 
and leaves a “permanent linoleum 
scar” (Bechdel). The reader can 
hear in their mind people talking, 
phones ringing, voices on the radio 
in the background.



Technical

It’s also possible to hear and feel the silence in parts of the book. For 
example, on pages 220 and 221, Alison and Bruce have a very intimate 
conversation in the car, shown moement-to-moment (McCloud 74), and 
several of the panels have no text or narration, just a picture of the two
 sitting side by side. The reader can feel and hear the tension in that car as 
if they were sitting in the back seat. These moments tend to be pivotal in the 
reader's mind because there are so few, and they happen largely when she 
connects with her father.

The textual aspects of the 
novel encompass the physical 
text written inside. The same 
font is used throughout the 
novel, aside from calligraphy 
used on the front cover for the 
title.  Bechdel also uses 
copying techniques for 
book pages, letters, 
newspapers, and handwriting, 
which is further discussed in 
the Technical aspects. 

Lastly under the aesthetic content of the book is how readers 
interact with it. This graphic novel is read chronologically, from the 
front to back, left to right, top to bottom. It is in the form of a traditional 
novel, being of average size, and only taking a few hours to read. It has 
chapters, page numbers, and a clear, well thought-out storyline.

The technical aspects of 
Bechdel’s graphic novel are 
impressive. She uses different
 techniques to copy things from her 
life into the novel, such as tracing 
dictionary definitions straight out 
of her childhood dictionary, pages of 
her father’s books with lines that he 
had highlighted, tracing maps of 
her hometown, tracing her diary 
entries in order to copy her 
childhood handwriting and 
drawings, calendars, 
newspaper clippings, and even 
creating sketches of her real family 
pictures.  

Technical



UX Frame
What is the UX frame?

Experience Design

Another framework to analyze this text through is UX or User 
Experience, which identifies what the impact a particular 
media has on somebody and how it is produced. The UX of the 
reading experience of Fun Home can be broken down into three 
categories. These categories include experience design, 
information architecture and information design.

The experience design of Fun 
Home is one that is deeply 
emotional and affective. By sharing 
intimate and personal details of her 
life, the author allows you to feel a 
deep connection with her.  Not only 
does the reader feel sympathetic 
for Alison during the difficult times 
during her life, but the experience
 design allows readers to relate the 
many emotional themes in the book
to their own lives. 

In addition to the affective component of the experience design of the 
novel, the cognitive aspect of the novel provokes the reader to think 
critically about the role of art and literature in processing our lives. 

The structure of the novel is derived from allusions to various works 
of literature, references to Greek mythology, and visual art. Alison 

uses this lens of art and literature to tell the story of her 
family life throughout childhood and adolescence. These references 

provide clues and a deeper insight into the intricate relationship 
Alison shares with her family. The cognitive aspects of this 

experience design allows readers to not only analyze how Alison 
processes her life through art and literature, but also how we can 
make connections through events that happen in our own lives.

In terms of the visceral impact the media has on the user, the novel
 presents the idea to trust one’s instincts through Alison’s journey of 

discovering her sexuality. The author tells readers how she discovered her 
sexuality through books, exposure from dictionary definitions and reading inter-

views about people like her. While this helped her discover her sexuality, there 
were hints through her childhood that were clues for her sexuality. For example, 

her resistance for wearing dresses and girly clothes or her desire for her 
brothers to call her Albert instead of Alison demonstrates the beginning of her 

discovering her sexuality. This visceral theme of self discovery by trusting one’s 
instincts provides the reader with a way of experiencing one’s own life by close-
ly looking at how their behaviors shape the various aspects of one’s identity. It 
also allows the reader to gain a better understanding of how every individual 

has a different identity and a different way of growing up. This allows one to go 
through life with a more accepting and less judgmental attitude for people that 

are different than them.



Information Architecture 

The second component of UX is information architecture, or the 
structure of information and experience. Alison structures the novel like a 
labyrinth of information as she culminates or centers the story on her 
realization and overall acceptance of who her father truly was and who she 
is because of this. As the reader journeys through the labyrinth of the novel, 
they get a deeper look at the “monsters” or obstacles that Alison experienced 
in her life. By conquering these obstacles, Alison is able to project further 
into the labyrinth, arriving closer to the center, or end of the novel. When the 
reader reaches the end of the novel, Alison reaches the center of the 
labyrinth as she discovers the true nature of her father’s sexuality and finally 
accepts both her father and herself. Because the novel is told
 non-chronologically, the structure of the information creates a unique
 reading experience. Through each chapter, Alison often re-creates memories 
by going over the same material more than once. By revisiting key scenes and 
themes in her life, the reader is able to gain a deeper understanding of how 
monumental these particular events were in Alison’s life.

In addition to the non-chronological way the information is presented, the novel 
is also structured around references to literature. Alison specifically uses Greek 
literature to tie the entire story together. She uses references from Icarus and 
Daedalus at the beginning and end of the novel in reference to her relationship 
with her father. At the start of the novel she presents the reference to Greek 
mythology as a way of representing and fully capturing her and her father’s 
relationship and then she finishes the novel by explaining how their relationship 
differed from the myth. At the beginning of the novel Alison references the myth 
by saying, “In the circus acrobatics where one person lies on the floor balancing 
another are called ‘Icarain games.’” (Bechdel, 3). She illustrates this by showing 
her balancing on her father’s legs as he lies on his back. In Alison’s reenactment 
of this mythic relationship, it was not Alison, but her father who plummeted 
from the sky. 

At the end of the novel, Alison illustrates herself jumping off a diving board as 
her father waits in the water to catch her. She brings up Icarus again by 
asking, “What if Icarus hadn’t hurtled into the sea?...He did hurtle into the 
sea, of course…he was there to catch me when I leapt” (Bechdel, 232). Alison 
also uses references from Daedalus to explain her relationship with her father. 
Daedalus created the wings for Icarus to save him and help him escape from 
prison. This provokes the question of whether Bruce was trying to save Alison 
by preventing her from realizing her sexuality to protect her from the pain he 
had endured as a closeted homosexual/bisexual. Rather than accepting it and 
letting her express herself, he wanted to knock it out completely to save her 
from that pain. These references to Greek literature through the novel allow the 
reader to gain a better understanding of the complex relationship Alison shares 
with her father.



Information Design

The final part of the UX is information design, or the look and feel of 
individual moments. The overall look and feel of the entire novel is one that is 
very personal and tense. Alison’s dysfunctional family life often exhibits these 
tense moments. A particular moment to moment experience in the novel 
between Alison and her father exhibits the personal and tense moments that 
make up the look and feel of the novel. This scene shows Alison and her father  
in the car driving home from a movie and Alison’s father is about to confess his 
homosexuality, but ends up remaining silent. In The Graphic Novel, Baetens 
and Frey provide a deep analysis of how this scene impacts the information 
design of the novel. The authors say that what is crucial about this scene is the 
way the 24 mini panels are framed by a large black strip occupying more than 
one third of the upper of each page. 

On the surface this may just seem like part of the car, but a structural 
reading of this scene provides a profound and meaningful interpretation. The 
authors suggest that the two “real” characters talking during the drive are 
shown the same way as the fictional characters of the film, and this similarity 
makes the reader no longer sure whether the conversation in the car is real 
or invented. (Baetens and Frey, 27). This scene is just one example of how 
the author’s use of illustration impacts the overall look and feel of the tense 
and personal moments in the novel.

Exploration of Transmediality
Fun Home is essentially a literary representation of who Alison Bechdel was 

and is. Throughout the novel, she details for us her most intimate thoughts, feelings, 
and experiences from her childhood through her adult life. The transmediality of 

this graphic novel is nearly limitless in this day and age with that kind of
 information. It has already been turned into a Broadway musical that was 

nominated for a Grammy Award in 2016.  It could easily be made into a movie based 
off of the musical, and even turned into a regular film without the songs.  

One approach our firm thought of rein-
venting the novel is by creating social 
media platforms for Alison the char-
acter, and the possibility of turning the 
novel into somewhat of an art exhibit. 
Through
access to social media platforms, we could 
create an entire existence of Alison the 
character.  She could have a Facebook, 
a Twitter, an Instagram, a Vlog., or an 
online diary.  She could have a oodReads 
account in which she writes posts about 
all of the novels she and her father have 
read.  She could connect all of these to 
one blog or vlog and become an internet 



Alison’s story could be turned into a multitude of different exhibits.  An 
art exhibit could be created out of the snapshots she’s afforded us from 
her life, with different panels being displayed. A narration of the pictures 
could either be experienced audibly or visually, with a recording of someone 
narrating the panels (preferably Alison, herself), or there could just be 
explanatory writings on the wall beside the picture.  It would be like a 
narrated photo album, with the pictures blown up to hang on walls, or 
perhaps even life-sized.  

Another possible exhibit 
our firm has talked 

extensively about is more 
of a museum in the form 

of the house the Bechdel 
family lived in. This can be 

more extensively 
examined in our 

Preliminary 
Approaches to an 

Exhibition section.

Another feature of the novel that makes it so versatile is the wealth of 
references to other media throughout. Over 50 books are 

discussed or pictured throughout, with either Bruce or Alison reading 
or discussing them. There are several magazines pictured, a few TV 

shows, many newspapers, plays that her mother acts in, and movies. 
The books referenced in Fun Home are essential to the story because 

they’re almost a lifeline between Bruce and Alison, something for them 
to share, discuss, and relate to. For example, Bechdel uses the story of 
Daedalus and Icarus to somewhat frame the story between she and her 

father, as previously discussed in the UX Analysis. Many of these 
novels could provide a framework for transferring the novel to a 

different form. 



Fun Home as an Exhibit 
Our team has already jumped into brainstorming ideas for 

turning Fun Home into an exhibit!  Our current ideas 
incorporate the idea of a labyrinth, as Bechdel structures 
her book around, and turning it into the labyrinth of her life.  

As each visitor would enter the labyrinth and go from room to room, they would 
come across a different experience that we feel Bechdel wanted us to have while 
reading her graphic novel.  Some rooms would intersect, as moments did in 
the book, while some rooms would lead to new places.  We’ve discussed having 
cardboard cutouts of the cartoon characters Bechdel drew sitting in different 
rooms, like her mom at the kitchen table, or Alison the child sitting in the bath 
with her mother reading to her.  Bruce could be sitting in an armchair in his 
library.

We want our visitors experiences to be extremely 
interactive! They would be able to pull books off of 

bookshelves, flip through them and see highlighted 
sections from Bruce.  They would be able to sit in the car 

and experience the tension between Bruce and Alison 
during one of their most intimate moments as father and 

daughter. 

 They could stand in a room that is 
designed like the map of Bruce’s life 
in 4D, with where he grew up, lived, 
died, and was buried all within one 

circle, like the map Bechdel provides 
us with on page 140.  We’d copy the 
perfection of Bruce’s house in each 

room, with floral wallpapers and an-
tique furniture throughout, giving 

visitors the feeling of being more in a 
“historical restoration” than a home, 
the same feeling Bechdel felt growing 

up (Bechdel 7).
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A m
ap of Fun Hom

e  
R

epresentation of A
llison's father.  B

eautiful  and pristine on the outside, but by only looking at the outside 
one can not really grasp w

hat is going on inside.  The house has this layer of beauty and ornam
entation, 

w
hich lets those outside com

e to the conclusion that the fam
ily inside is happy, m

uch like A
llison's father 

w
ho spent his life presenting him

self in a w
ay that w

ould trick others into thinking he w
as happy and 

straight.

W
ithin Fun H

om
e, the kitchen is a space repre-

sentative of the strained relationship betw
een 

A
llison's father and m

other. W
ithin its w

alls, 
A

llison describes the constant fighting, raised 
voices, constant judgem

ent and increasing dis-
tance betw

een the tw
o.

Kitchen

R
epresentative of the 
internal struggles

 A
llison faced

 throughout her 
childhood, teenage and 

early adulthood.  W
ithin 

the novel, A
llison's

 bedroom
 represents a 

space in w
hich her m

ind 
took hold and took over.  

She used personal 
reflection by w

riting in 
her diary as a w

ay to 
com

e to term
s w

ith
 herself. 

Bedroom

R
epresent cultivation of A

llison &
 D

ad's
 relationship by w

ay of the novels they read. 
A

lso a form
 of escape for A

llison's father, the 
only place he could be him

self.

Study

House

Bathroom
A

 spatial 
representation of 

w
here A

llison 
experiences the 

struggles of 
adolescence. H

ere 
she struggles w

ith 
her OCD

 along w
ith 

the challenges of 
puberty and her 
ow

n sexuality. 


